Trial Preparation Consulting

Courtroom Systems
and Technology

In-trial Presentation
and Technology Support

The basic technology in a Huseby Trial
Services courtroom includes a laptop,
backup laptop, ELMO, projector, and a
projector screen. Flat panel screens and
any additional technology can be added to
meet a client’s needs.

Captivate the jury with striking visuals that
help illustrate and tell your story. We
understand the importance of effectively
communicating details and information in the
courtroom. Our technicians have the ability to
produce “eye-catching” demonstratives and
compare up to four items simultaneously,
such as documents, photographs or videos on
a moment’s notice.

Present your case with clarity and impact. A
trial consultant plays a pivotal role in
providing an important link between the
attorney’s concept and technology. The
presentation of evidence is more persuasive
through creative and strategic uses of
technology. A growing percentage of the
national jury pool is made up of younger
“Generation X” and “Generation Y” jurors who
are accustomed to learning visually. Our trial
consultants will help to ensure your case is
well-organized, your exhibits, videos, and
graphics are presentation ready, and you are
equipped technologically in the courtroom.

The ability to adjust
and edit on the fly...
Huseby Trial consultants are prepared and
ready to adjust a presentation on the fly, scan
and present newly submitted documents, or
edit video clips in seconds for impeaching
testimony.

Technology in Action . . . . . . . .
•

Graphics and Animation
Our graphics professionals will consult with
you and present options and ideas to help you
visually present your case. Ask us about
interactive 3-D animation.

Huseby Trial Services
(800) 333-2082

•

Prior to trial, Huseby will visit, test and
create a full courtroom schematic to
diagram the best possible layout and
illustrate the relationship between
components.

Huseby.com

•
•

“Tear out” a section of a document to
focus the jury’s attention
Present exhibits in a side-by-side
comparison
Play a witness’s video deposition with or
without scrolling transcript text
Overlay exhibits—great for comparing
authenticity of a signature
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